Graduate School Excellence in Teaching Award Winners 07

Emily Henriksen, Microbiology
Laura Moyer, Political Science
Tarsem Purewal, Computer Science
Ginger Rhodes, Mathematics and Science Education
Floyd Shockley, Entomology

Outstanding Teaching Award Winners 07

Lydia Aletraris, Sociology
Edward Ashton, Mathematics
Ronita Bhattacharya, Comparative Literature
John Bishop, Language and Literacy Education
Jamie Boyd, Animal and Dairy Science
Kelly Campbell, Child and Family Development
Ariel Campbell, Foods and Nutrition
Ivy Campbell, Religion
Chandra Carpenter, Microbiology
Jien Chen, Statistics
Kelli Coleman, Crop & Soil Sciences
Christian Cotton, Department of Philosophy
Thomas Cox Hugh Hodgson School of Music
Melinda Cro, Romance Languages
Margaret DeLong, Comparative Literature
Jaime Dice, Child and Family Development
William Duncan, Institute of Ecology
Katrina Elliott, Department of Theatre and Film Studies
Michael Engles, Psychology
Joshua Enslen, Department of Romance Languages
Mark Evans, Elementary and Social Studies Education
Johnie Forsythe, Mathematics and Science Education
John Frye, Geography
Jaime Fuest, Entomology
Ruth Fung, Hugh Hodgson School of Music
Mauricio Garcia-Barrera, Educational Psychology and Instructional Technology
Todd Goen, Speech Communication
Alejandro Gomez-del-Morale, History
Daleah Goodwin, History
Angela Green, English
Martina Greiner, Management Information Systems
Tanisha Grimes, Health Promotion and Behavior
Marita Gronnvoll, Speech Communication
Sang-Deuk Ha, Cellular Biology
Bryan Hileman, English
Paul Hillier, Telecommunications
Seneca Holland, Geography
Joshua Hughes, Physics and Astronomy
Natalie Hyslop, Warnell School of Forestry and Natural Resources
Joshua Inwood, Geography
Rabia Jafri, Computer Science
Ryan Keen, Psychology
Dustin Kemp Institute of Ecology
Ellen Key, Political Science
Kyu-Bong Kim, Pharmaceutical & Biomedical Sciences
Ondra Krouse-Dismukes, English
Lisa Krueger, Plant Biology
John Andrew Lasater, Classics
Robert Lashlee, Physics and Astronomy
Allison Liljedahl, Animal & Dairy Science
James Martin, Warnell School of Forestry and Natural Resources
David Martin, Political Science
Megan McCarthy, Geography
Sean McGuire, J.M. Tull School of Accounting
Cheryl McLean, Language and Literacy Education
Suzanne Meers, Animal and Dairy Science
Carol Myers Flaute, Institute of Ecology
Steven Miller, ILSRE (Risk Management)
Nandita Mullapudi, Department of Genetics
Marina Nadal, Plant Pathology
Samuel O'Dell, Mathematics and Science Education
Kelly Orr, Anthropology
J. Stephen Pearson, Comparative Literature
Deborah Phillips, Social Work
Rachel Pinnow, Language and Literacy Education
Dave Powell, Elementary and Social Studies Education
Mary Elizabeth Purvis, Geology
Lucy Ray, Animal and Dairy Science
Heather Reel, Counseling and Human Development Services
Anne Rutter-Sekanina, Romance Languages
Lori Schnaier, English
Matthew Schneider, Department of Philosophy
Kareem Shabana, Management
Sheree Sharpe, Mathematics
Esther Skelley, International Affairs
Todd Smith, Microbiology
Rachel Spigler, Plant Biology
Sara Steger, English
Teggin Summers, English
Drew Swanson, History
Steven Sykes, Cellular Biology
Johanna Takach, Plant Pathology
Rachel Tambling, Child and Family Development
Caitlin Teter, Hugh Hodgson School of Music
Umashanger Thayasivam, Statistics
Justin Tyson, Warnell School of Forestry and Natural Resources
Catherine Ulrich, Mathematics and Science Education
Srividya Vasudevan, Cellular Biology
Jessica Walker, English
Julie Webb, Pathology
Yong Wei, Computer Science
Tamie Lee, Williams Language and Literacy Education
Brian Williams, Marketing & Distribution
Bradley Wimpey, Computer Science
Erin Winter, Sociology
Donald Wood, Romance Languages
Brandon Woodworth, Romance Languages
Hyunjae Yu, Grady College of Journalism & Mass Communication